Periodic to-and-fro migration is a sophisticated mode of locomotion found in many forms of active matter in nature. Providing a general description of periodic migration is challenging, because many details of animal migration remain a mystery. We study periodic migration in a simpler system using a mechanistic model of a photosensitive, active material in which a stimulus-responsive polymer gel is propelled by chemical waves under the regulation of an illumination gradient sensed by the gel, which plays a role analogous to the environment in periodic animal migration. The reciprocating gel migration results from autonomous transitions between retrograde and direct wave locomotion modes arising from the gradient distribution of the illumination intensity. The local dynamics of the chemical waves modulates the asymmetry between push and pull forces to achieve repeated reorientation of the direction of locomotion. Materials that display similar intelligent, self-adaptive locomotion might be tailored for such functions as drug delivery or self-cleaning systems.
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active matter | Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction | chemomechanical transduction | periodic migration I n a nonequilibrium state, an element of active matter may consume energy to generate motion (1) (2) (3) (4) . The movement can be either nondirectional or unidirectional (2) and depends on the asynchrony or synchrony of collective behaviors on a macroscopic level (3, 4) . For the directional locomotion of matter, orientation may be achieved by exploiting the ability to sense a gradient of a stimulus in the environment (5) [e.g., biological locomotion toward or away from a positive gradient of illumination, concentration, or temperature; i.e., positive or negative phototaxis (6) , chemotaxis (7), or thermotaxis (8) , respectively]. This response plays an essential role in ensuring the survival of many organisms subjected to a heterogeneous distribution of resources or hazardous substances in their habitat (9) . Furthermore, in nature, the locomotion of active matter is not simply unidirectional (2) but involves more advanced modes to adapt to the complexity and severity of the environment. Remarkable examples, most of which remain to be comprehensively understood (10, 11) , include the periodic migration of animals (12, 13) , cells (10, 14, 15) , and biomacromolecules (16) .
One striking example is the anadromous migration of salmon (13) . The fish are born in high-latitude tributaries or lakes, swim into the ocean for temporary habitation, and ultimately, return as adult fish to their place of birth with remarkable precision for the purpose of spawning. This process plays a critical role in ecological balance by spatially transporting nutrients, such as nitrogen, contributing to the matter cycling of nutrients that are carried from the ocean to the land to feed the associated biocoenosis. Stimulusgradient sensing plays a dominant role in guiding the fish through a nearly constant environment (13) . Salmon direct their swimming toward or away from the specific migration area depending on aspects of their physiological state, such as age, nutrition, and climate (13) . In other words, the directional dynamics of selfpropelled entities interacts with the position-dependent environment to generate periodic locomotion; similar situations occur in the periodic locomotion of cells produced by spatial constraints (10, 15) and with swimming bacteria (17) . However, fundamental questions remain. Can one give a general mechanistic description of periodic reciprocating migration, which is an obvious advance over its unidirectional counterpart? In the absence of the extremely complex machinery of the abovementioned living organisms, can analogous migratory behavior emerge?
Here, we investigate an artificial active matter system that undergoes periodic migration in a fixed, heterogeneously illuminated environment using a widely studied self-oscillating polymer gel that hosts the tris(bipyridine)ruthenium [Ru(bipy)]-catalyzed Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction (BZR) (18) (19) (20) . In this stimulusresponsive gel, the redox state of the catalyst undergoes periodic changes during the BZR oscillations, which generate autonomous swelling and deswelling of the gel. The Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) waves and stimulus-responsive gel can be thought of as analogs of the nerve pulses and deformable muscles in animals, respectively (21) . A chemomechanical model of the BZ gel, the gel lattice-spring model (gLSM), has been developed by Balazs and coworkers (22) (23) (24) . The gLSM can capture large-scale shape changes and the locomotion of the gel (25) . Moreover, the photosensitivity of the Ru(bipy) catalyst enables one to modify the locomotion direction by changing the pattern of illumination (26) to produce, for example, negative or positive phototaxis (27) or direct wave (DW) or retrograde wave (RW) locomotion (21) (i.e., movement in the same or the opposite direction that the "muscular" wave travels, respectively).
Although important progress has been made toward understanding the directional locomotion of gels driven by chemical waves (21, 26, 27) , there are still challenges. Can one generate autonomous reciprocating locomotion of a photosensitive selfoscillating gel that mimics the dynamics of animal migration,
Significance
We analyze the reciprocating locomotion of a photosensitive gel undergoing an oscillating chemical reaction in a temporally constant gradient illumination environment to examine whether periodic migration can arise as an adaptive response of a system's internal dynamics, analogous to biological functions like growth or breeding, to specific spatial variations in resource distribution, such as food, temperature, or light intensity, caused by geography or seasonal transition. Even in this relatively simple system, kinematic switching in the mode of locomotion under spatially varying illumination levels leads to reciprocating periodic motion, suggesting that such behavior may occur widely in organisms as a response to a variety of spatially distributed environmental stimuli to enhance their survival and reproduction.
such as the anadromous migration of salmon? In nature, the variation of environmental parameters usually exhibits smooth geographic variation with a relatively small slope rather than steplike gradients. The slopes of geographic parameters, such as temperature and illumination, during bird migration are nearly constant along latitudes in spring and autumn, and the slopes of parameters, such as food, temperature, and salinity, during salmon migration vary only slightly along North American longitudes. Thus, study of a gel motor moving in a gradient illumination with finite slope may offer insight into the adaptive migration of animals. Nonautonomous reciprocating migration of such gels can be forced by externally adjusting illumination levels (21) , but such studies cannot contribute to our understanding of the autonomous migration of animals in natural environments.
Two key components of periodic BZ migration have been identified. First, self-oscillating BZ gels or their analogs undergo directional movement (28) propelled by a force asymmetry between the push at the front and the pull at the back of a pulse wave or vice versa produced by the intrinsic dynamics of the reaction transport system independent of any nonuniform features of the environment. In Fig. S1 , we illustrate how, with periodic boundary conditions (i.e., on a pseudo-1D ring), autonomously propagating pulse waves propel the gel to undergo directional locomotion because of this push-pull effect. Second, interaction between a BZ gel and any asymmetry in its environment produces a spatial gradient of stimulus intensity, which can result in a transition between oppositely directed modes of locomotion (i.e., RW and DW). Thus, it should be possible to control the autonomous periodic locomotion of an active material by combining these two phenomena. We shall see that periodic migration can be brought about by patterning the illumination to which the gel is exposed so as to modulate the structure of the pulse waves, altering the force asymmetry between the wave front and the wave back. We first explore the periodic migration of the gel in detail. Then, we characterize it using order parameters to analyze the chemical origins of the migration.
Results
Autonomous Reciprocating Migration of the Active Gel. To investigate the autonomous motion of the gel under gradient illumination, we incorporate a two-variable photosensitive Oregonator model (27, 29) , which describes both photopromotion and photoinhibition of the photosensitive BZR, into the gLSM. The BZ gel can sense nonuniform illumination through the nonmonotonic relationship between the imposed light intensity and the oscillation frequency of the Ru(bipy)-catalyzed BZR (21, 27, 30) . Chemical waves in the gel propagate from a region of higher to lower frequency, and therefore, the wave with highest frequency determines the ultimate direction of wave travel in this heterogeneous oscillatory BZR medium (31) (32) (33) . For the pattern of illumination in Fig. 1A , Upper (which corresponds to Fig. S2 ), the pulse waves always move toward areas of lower illumination intensity (i.e., the waves propagate from right to left) ( Fig. 1 E and F) . Depending on the parameters of the illumination pattern, we obtain simple RW locomotion, DW locomotion, or autonomous periodic migration of the gel (Fig. 1) . In Fig. S3 , we illustrate these three modes of gel locomotion in the f-α plane, where f is the "stoichiometric factor" in the Oregonator model, which characterizes the organic chemistry of the BZ system, and α measures the slope of the illumination intensity gradient as shown in Fig. S2 . Thus, the locomotion behavior depends on both the intrinsic chemistry and the external environment.
The time evolutions of the left grid point (R l ), center grid point (R c ), and right grid point (R r ) of the gel are shown in Fig.  1A , which displays autonomous periodic migration under temporally constant inhomogeneous illumination. A clearer exhibition of R c vs. time over one period of the migration is shown in Fig. 1B , where we identify four characteristic time intervals marked as one to four, which correspond to the RW phase, the transition from RW to DW locomotion, the DW phase, and the transition from DW to RW, respectively. Expanded views of these intervals are shown in Fig. 1B , Insets, showing that the net displacement of the grid point is a sum of reciprocating motions driven by successive chemical waves. For intervals one to four, the reciprocating motions of the gel are shown to be simple oscillations ( In general, interconversion of two different types of pulse waves results in transition between RW and DW locomotion of the gel.
The above observations suggest that the autonomous locomotion of the gel can be functionally decomposed into two facets. One is the gel locomotion, which is driven by the waves. The other is the interconversion between simple pulse waves and local backfiring ripple waves under the specific pattern of gradient illumination. To return to our animal analogy, the first aspect corresponds to locomotion propelled by muscle deformations controlled by nerve pulses, whereas the second results from the multiple physiological states of animals, such as newborn fish and adult fish, which are differentially sensitive to the spatiotemporal distribution of food, temperature, salinity, and other stimuli in the environment. These two features generate autonomous periodic migration (e.g., the anadromous migration of salmon populations), analogous to the autonomous periodic migration of the gel in our simulation. For example, adult fish swim back toward their birthplace, the spawning field, during the return phase of the migration. After spawning there, the newborn fish mature and then navigate to the sea (departing phase) for additional growth. One phenomenon connecting the two locomotion phases is spawning; the other is sexual maturation before returning to the river. Both scenarios involve substantial changes in the physiological state of the fish. Similarly, the chemical waves undergo major changes in regions 2 and 4, thus enabling them to reverse their direction of locomotion, resulting in periodic reciprocating migration.
Wave Kinematics. We can simplify our description of the propagating waves by identifying the point in each wave at which v, the concentration of oxidized catalyst, reaches its maximum and plotting these positions as a function of time (Fig. S4) . These space-time plots can then be used to calculate both the local velocity [V l (x)] and the local curvature [κ(x)] to characterize the wave. Details of this calculation can be found in SI Text. Fig. 2 shows spatiotemporal plots of κ(x) and 1/V l over one cycle of the migration. The yellow color in Fig. 2A corresponds to a smoothly propagating local wave, where the curvature is small. Such behavior is seen in the RW phase in Fig. 1B, Inset 1 and C. At the end of this phase, the locally increasing value of κ(x) signals that the wave's structure undergoes spatiotemporal distortion (i.e., the simple pulse wave loses stability) as shown in the enlarged view in Fig. 2B and Fig. 1B , Inset 2. The local velocity ( Fig. 2D ; an enlarged view is in Fig. 2E ) helps us to identify this instability as a local backfiring instability (34) ; that is, the wave loses stability via the generation of new local waves that travel opposite to the direction of the dominant wave. In Fig. 2E , the red regions in the plot denote local waves traveling in the +x direction, whereas the dominant wave propagates along −x. Next, the DW phase begins as the locomotion of the gel reverses direction and the local curvature and wave velocity fluctuate as manifested in the rippling waves seen in Fig. 1F and shown in Fig. 2 D and E as fluctuations of 1/V l (x). These features indicate a cyclic undulatory velocity of wave propagation in the DW phase. At the end of the DW phase, fluctuation of κ(x) disappears via a reverse backfiring instability (Fig. 2C) to open the next RW phase of the migration.
The above analysis outlines the essential features of the transitions that the waves undergo over one cycle of migration. Another property of the wave can be extracted from the data shown in Fig. 2D regarding the mean velocity of wave propagation. Keeping in mind that the figure shows the reciprocal of the velocity and that larger absolute values (deeper blue in Fig. 2D ) correspond to slower waves, we observe that, on average, waves in the RW phase propagate more slowly than waves in the DW phase. The averages, V l , are about 2.0 and −1.3 in the DW and RW phases, respectively, as estimated from the data in Fig. 2D .
To concisely describe the global features of the wave kinetics over the gel, we define two order parameters, β and V w , by spatially integrating κ(x) and V l (x), respectively, over the length of the gel, because the net locomotion of the gel is determined by the collective propulsion effect of all of the local waves. β is given by
Thus, β is the mean squared error of κ(x) over all grid points of the gel. It increases with both the strength and the number of distorted structures in a wave. The summation is over the N grid elements: 100 in our simulation. The other order parameter is V w , the mean velocity of a propagating wave across the gel. In Fig. 3A , we depict how both order parameters vary along the position of the gel's center over approximately four cycles of migration. This portrait in the V w -β-X gelcenter space shows the limit cycle character of the motion. Most of the trajectory consists of the RW and DW phases (marked with green dashed and red dotted lines, respectively, in Fig. 3A) , where the system is in a relatively stable state. The two phases clearly have quite different values of β and V w . They are linked by transitions, marked as point one and point two, respectively. The total migration process can thus be described as follows. Initially, the gel undergoes retrograde motion along the +x direction toward higher light intensity. When it reaches a region of sufficient light intensity, the simple pulse waves lose stability (as shown by the large increase in β near point one), and the system transitions to the DW phase with both a higher wave velocity and a reversal of the movement direction of the gel (now along the −x direction). A similar transition occurs at the end of the DW phase when the gel enters the low-light intensity region. The local backfiring waves lose stability near point two and then recover to RW (+x direction) locomotion with lower wave velocity, and the cycle begins again. Note that the kinetic state of the system is maintained over relatively long periods during each phase but undergoes rapid changes in the conversion between phases. We can use our order parameters to examine how the behavior of the system changes as its chemistry, characterized by the parameter f, is varied. Fig. 3B shows three scenarios of migration (Fig. 3B, curves 1-3) at f = 1.0076, 1.006, and 1.002, respectively. For ease of comparison, we represent the values of V w as colors on the three migration trajectories in the β-X gelcenter plane along with the illumination distribution shown in Fig. 3B , Upper. The three scenarios illustrate two different kinetic states of wave propagation: waves propagating in the RW and DW phases with low and high degrees, respectively, of distortion in the wave propagation. Curves 1 and 3 indicate that, depending on the chemistry of the system, the gel migration can be centered in either the low or the high illumination region, although with relatively small migration amplitude. Regardless of where the migration occurs, β increases just before each transition, which indicates an illumination-induced instability of the simple pulse waves. In all cases, the absolute velocity of wave propagation is lower (∼1.3) in the RW phase and higher (>1.6) in the DW phase. Clearly, the velocity of wave propagation plays a key role in the transition between locomotion phases.
Gel Kinematics. Two questions require additional discussion. Why do the waves lose stability under the differential illumination, and how does V w affect the illumination-induced instability that generates the two kinetic states that alternately drive the gel in opposite directions? To answer these questions, we examine the kinematic details of the propulsion of the gel by the pulse waves. Fig. 4 shows several features of the gel locomotion in the RW and DW phases. V g denotes the mean velocity of the gel's center, which because of the synchronous dynamics of the gel system, is a suitable measure of the locomotion velocity of the gel. Comparing the gel (Fig. 4A , Second Row) and average pulse wave (Fig. 4A , Third Row) velocities with the motion of the gel center (Fig. 4A ) over a single cycle of migration, we observe that, in the DW phase, V g is negative and jV w j is high, whereas in the RW phase, V g is positive and jV w j is low. Strikingly, the value of V w at both the RW to DW and the DW to RW transitions is the same, about −1.45, which suggests that V w plays a key role in the locomotion transition.
Additional insight into how V w affects the gel locomotion can be obtained by a kinematic analysis of V g . In the theory of 1D BZ gels, V g is the ratio between the time integral of the velocity of the polymer network, V p , over one motion cycle and the period of the cycle (one wave). V p can be written as (23)
where ∇σ = ∇ðπ osm -σ polymer volume fraction. For a gel driven by chemical waves, each period of chemical wave propagation is composed of a wave front and a wave back, which successively push and pull the local gel, respectively (21) . Movement of the gel under successive push and pull activity composes one motion cycle. The competition between the oppositely directed time integrals of V p over the push and pull phases in a motion cycle determines the net displacement of the gel during that cycle (i.e., whether the gel experiences DW or RW locomotion) (21) . The push effect benefits DWs, whereas the pull effect favors RWs. To concisely express this competition, we characterize it using the extreme values of V p in the push and pull phases of each wave to approximately replace the time integrals of V p in each phase. We choose γ = 0.75398 to satisfy the following equation:
Eq. 3 expresses the fact that, for a full cycle of periodic migration with period T, the time integrals, which are proportional to V summed over all of the waves that make up the cycle, must have the same magnitude, because the net displacement during one period of the migration is zero. Then, we define a parameter η to describe the push-pull competition during each wave, which can be written as
[
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Therefore, as shown in Fig. 4B , when η > 1, the push effect is dominant, and the gel undergoes DW locomotion; for η < 1, the pull effect is dominant, resulting in RW locomotion. The time series shows the cyclical variation of η around 1.0, which accounts for the periodic reciprocating migration.
The following analysis shows that the oscillation of η over a migration cycle (Fig. 4B) . That is, the DS ratio has a higher value in the RW phase than in the DW phase, which is the key factor in producing the migration. Finally, we discuss the chemical origin of the variation of the DS ratio. More details can be found in Fig.  S5 . The analysis shows that the variation of the propagation velocity of the wave generates changes in the value of the kinetic term, ∇ 2 v, which accounts for the different DS ratios of the gel in the RW and DW phases.
Dynamical Origin of Autonomous Reciprocating Migration. The illumination-induced dynamical instability of the chemical waves (i.e., the transition between simple pulse waves and local backfiring pulse waves) can be analyzed in terms of the local kinetics, because the pulse waves are generated from the diffusion of local oscillations over the gel. We have looked at both the local oscillations at the gel center and the oscillations at different positions along the gel (Fig. S6 ) during periodic migration. Fig.  5A shows v max for oscillations at the gel center as a function of X gelcenter , which provides insight into the spatiotemporal structure of the complete gel because of the synchronous system dynamics. From t = 202,000-232,000, the gel is in the RW phase, and the smooth behavior of v maxcenter vs. X gelcenter (black curve in Fig. 5A ) is associated with the regular local oscillations in Fig. 5B . In the high-illumination region (i.e., at the end of the RW phase), the oscillations become unstable, resulting in the reversal of direction of the gel locomotion. The gel quickly enters the DW phase, and v max shows complex oscillations (Fig. 5C ), exhibiting local backfiring pulse waves along the gel as seen in the red curve in Fig. 5A . Ultimately, the local dynamics return to simple oscillations (the RW phase). Additional details can be found in Fig. S6 , which displays the dynamics at different positions of the gel with the gel center fixed.
These results show the relationships between local dynamics, wave structure, and locomotion phase. Two key features can be identified. One is the illumination-induced instability of the simple oscillations caused by the photochemical reaction, which generates bromide ion, an inhibitor of the oscillation (30) . The second is the bistable (hysteretic) transition between simple and complex oscillations. That is, the position of the transition point from simple to complex oscillations is not the same as the reverse transition point from complex to simple oscillations. This hysteretic transition provides the dynamic impetus for the autonomous periodic migration of the gel under light gradients within a specific slope range (Fig. S3) , which differs fundamentally from the phenomenon of nonautonomous transition between locomotion modes driven by adjusting the external illumination (21) under a step-like gradient of light, where external intervention is required to reverse the direction of locomotion.
Discussion
We have designed an autonomous photosensitive worm-like motor in an effort to understand the underlying dynamics of some biological periodic migrations. The active material, a BZ oscillating gel, was used under gradient illumination to convert RW locomotion to DW locomotion and vice versa at low and high light intensities, respectively, resulting in autonomous bidirectional locomotion. This cyclic behavior is driven by changes in the BZR spatiotemporal waves, which are dominated by the local dynamics, as the gel moves between low and high light intensities. Smaller fragments of gel than the one discussed above can migrate over distances of multiple body lengths (an example is in Movie S2). A group of these would be analogous to a school of migrating fish or a flock of birds. Similarly, animals, such as salmon, eel, gnu, reptiles, and birds, migrate along gradients of environmental parameters (e.g., food species, temperature, and light intensity). Different migration areas induce specific functions (e.g., young salmon grow in the sea, and mature salmon spawn in the fresh water of small rocky tributaries). How does this periodic migration occur? We may speculate that environmental variation induces different nerve pulse structures, similar to the changes between Fig. 1 E and F in the chemical system, resulting in reversal of the net direction of locomotion (i.e., reciprocating migration).
Autonomous reciprocating migration of active matter not only plays an essential role in the ecological balance and cycles of matter but may also have applications in devices and machines [for example, to design molecular machines (35) or soft robots (36) with better adaptation to the environment]. In uncontrollable environments with extreme or delicate conditions, devices capable of autonomous reciprocating motion to execute a task and then return for periodic duty would have considerable advantages. A potential medical application would consist of a drug delivery system for delicate veins (37) , in which micro-/nanorobots in the blood move along a concentration gradient of oxygen (or other species) to access the nidus, release drugs, and then return to the blood for a new round of transport. Another attractive application is to devise an environmental sampling and/or disasterfighting system for use under severe conditions (e.g., deep sea or nuclear disaster locations), where ordinary robots fail because of high pressure or nuclear radiation. Such a specifically designed soft robot would sense its objective and return safely after performing its function.
Finally, we note that the pattern of illumination used here consists of a single 1D linear ramp, which results in simple back and forth motion. Our results suggest that more complex patterns of illumination, particularly in two spatial dimensions, could be designed to generate quite intricate trajectories of gel motion.
Methods
Our model couples the Yashin-Balazs gel model (22) (23) (24) with the photosensitive Oregonator model of Amemiya et al. (29) in its two-variable form (27) . The partial differential equations and computational details are given in SI Text. The BZ gel is idealized to be confined within a pseudo-1D capillary tube, where only one direction of gel swelling is unrestricted. Our dimensionless unit of length corresponds to 0.04 mm. The light intensity along the x axis is shown in Fig. S2 , where there are three illuminated regions. The left and right parts of the capillary tube are in the darker and brighter illumination regions, respectively. The central part is a transition region, in which there is a linear increase of light intensity. The light intensities in the two end regions are denoted I left and I right . The length of the transition region is L transiton , and the apparent angle between the horizontal I left line and the diagonal L transiton line is α. The location and light intensities of the illuminated regions are maintained throughout each simulation. In all scenarios, we initially add random noise to the values of u and v with an amplitude of 5% of their steady-state values.
